Application of the SAAM modeling program to minimal model analysis of intravenous glucose tolerance test data.
The minimal model approach to analysis of intravenous glucose tolerance tests (IVGTT) yields estimates of parameters representing insulin sensitivity, glucose-mediated glucose disposal and pancreatic responsiveness. The precision of these estimates can deteriorate if the glucose and insulin data lack well-defined structure or freedom from data noise (random error). The precision of parameter estimates can be enhanced if data sets from two or more IVGTTs, obtained under different experimental conditions in the same subject, are analysed together in one data file. Following initial fitting using CONSAM, the conversational version of the modeling program SAAM, those parameters whose estimates remain at the same value under the different experimental conditions are constrained. This effectively reduces the number of adjustable parameters, and their estimates can then be fine-tuned with enhanced precision using the batch version of SAAM.